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1. Summary of the impact (indicative maximum 100 words) 

UCL’s Centre for the Study of the Legacies of British Slave-ownership (LBS) has informed and led 
evidence-based discussions about the impact of colonial slavery on British society, economics, and 
culture. Nationally and internationally, LBS has engaged media professionals and wide public 
audiences in ongoing debates about slavery, economic accumulation, national identity and race 
through its open access website (including a searchable database), award-winning documentary, 
co-production and outreach activities. Underpinning discussions and policy-making within 
governmental bodies and financial institutions on the subject of reparations for slavery, LBS 
research and collaboration have also provided innovative pedagogic tools for schoolteachers and 
pupils. They have changed curatorial practises in cultural and heritage organisations such as Tate 
Britain, fostering the public display of new narratives of race and nation in contemporary Britain. 
 

2. Underpinning research (indicative maximum 500 words)  

LBS research combines quantitative data and qualitative analysis in a body of work that re-inscribes 
slavery in historical understanding of the formation of modern Britain. Launched in February 2013, 
the project’s major outputs, including its open access website and embedded searchable database 
(https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/) (R1), have documented awards of compensation made by Parliament 
to 46,000 slave-owners following the abolition of slavery in 1833 and traced their wider legacies in 
Britain. In 2014, LBS research extended to track slave-ownership in the British Caribbean from 
c.1763 to abolition in 1833. Between 2014 and December 2020 the database was updated, adding 
16,000 new individuals to the known universe of Caribbean slave-owners and new data on 7,300 
Caribbean estates (each with 15 or more enslaved people). 

Nationally, the dominant understanding of Britain’s involvement in slavery has been that 
Britain was the first country to abolish the slave trade and the first to abolish slavery—an 
interpretation that has highlighted British commitment to liberal values including racial equality. LBS 
data and publications have fundamentally disrupted that pervasive narrative by demonstrating 1) 
the wide scope of British investment in slave labour from the 1760s to the 1830s and 2) the extent 
to which this engagement pervaded and shaped society, culture, identities and economics in Britain 
beyond emancipation. A major monograph co-authored by the project team, Legacies of British 
Slave-ownership (R2), comprehensively analyses LBS’s database of British slave-owners and 
mortgagees who received state compensation for the end of slavery. Chapters by Draper show that 
up to 10% of British elites directly benefitted from slave-ownership, revealing that wealth deriving 
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from slave-ownership was a significant stream in banking, finance, agrarian growth and industrial 
development. Chapters by Donington, Hall and McClelland demonstrate that the “legacies” of this 
slave-ownership flowed into British commerce, politics, philanthropy, fine art collection and the built 
environment even as Britons worked to conceal their longstanding association with Caribbean 
slavery. These legacies continue to mark 21st-century corporations, educational institutions, 
museums and heritage sites, shaping public understandings of race and nation in contemporary 
Britain (R2), (R3). 

The LBS database (R1) showed the pervasive presence of slave-owners across Britain not 
only in areas where they might be expected – London, Bristol, Liverpool – but also in areas with 
apparently little direct connection with the slavery business — such as Newcastle-upon-Tyne and 
north-east England, Exeter, Devon and Pembrokeshire. The database also revealed the 
disproportionately large numbers of slave-owners in Scotland, discussed by Draper in (R4). 
Draper’s chapter, “British Universities and Caribbean Slavery,” also examines the links between 
universities, “faculty members” and students as slave-owners to demonstrate how debts to slavery 
are embedded within UK higher education institutions (R3). 

Hall’s work has led to new understandings of the history of race in Britain. Her case study 
of Archibald Alison (in R5) shows that pro-slavery discourse was part of a wider set of attitudes to 
race and the social order, nation, class and empire. Hall’s chapter in (R2) demonstrates the ways 
in which compensated slave-owners wrote slave-ownership out of their family narratives while 
producing highly racialised narratives of British society, culture and empire.  
 

3. References to the research (indicative maximum of six references) 
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R3. Nicholas Draper, “British Universities and Caribbean Slavery” in Jill Pellew and Lawrence 
Goldman (eds.) Dethroning Historical Reputations: Universities, Museums and the 
Commemoration of Benefactors (London, Institute of Historical Research, 2018) 
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R4. Nicholas Draper, “Scotland and Colonial Slave-ownership: The Evidence of the Slave 
Compensation Records,” in T.M. Devine (ed.) Recovering Scotland’s Slavery Past: The 
Caribbean Connection (Edinburgh University Press: 2015), pp. 166-186 https://bit.ly/2PaYIWi 
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Research grants: 
i. Catherine Hall (PI), “British Slave Ownership and Its Economic, Social, Political and Cultural 

Legacies,” Sponsor: ESRC (RES-062-23-1764), June 2009–May 2012, GBP612,695.28. 
ii. Catherine Hall (PI), “The Structure and Significance of British Caribbean Slave-ownership 

1763-1833,” ESRC (75%) and AHRC (25%) (ES/J017736/1), December 2012–December 
2015, GBP1,261,158. 

iii.  Centre for the Study of the Legacies of British Slave-ownership, Hutchins Center for African 
& African-American Research, Harvard University, August 2016–July 2021, USD500,000. 
 

4. Details of the impact (indicative maximum 750 words). 
 

LBS research has enriched and transformed evidence-based public debate around Britain’s 
historic and ongoing debt to slavery. Changing the terms of that debate, LBS’s open access website 
and database have also expanded the range of its participants and audiences. By disrupting 
abolition of the slave trade in 1807 and of slavery in 1833 as, respectively, the focal point and the 
end point of Britain’s relationship to Caribbean slavery, LBS has challenged dominant 
understandings of Britons’ longstanding commitment to liberal values such as racial equality. This 
work has encouraged a wide range of stakeholders to acknowledge slavery’s profound and 
enduring effects on modern and contemporary Britain. Working with media, policy-makers, cultural 
organisations, charities, educational professionals and students, LBS has stimulated new thinking 
about race, nation and inequality in Britain.   
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Raising awareness of Britain’s relationship to slavery: LBS’s award-winning website and 
underlying database (R1) has been a powerful tool for research by, and engagement with, public 
stakeholders in the media, including social media. 1,759,811 website users in 224 countries or 
territories accessed this online resource between 1 August 2013 and 31 December 2020, an 
average of over 20,000 users per month (A). Journalists, broadcasters and members of the public 
have extensively used (R1) and (R2) to inform, report and participate in public debates on slavery, 
wealth and race in Britain. Peaks in website use that follow specific current events and/or media 
publications that draw upon LBS research have repeatedly attested to LBS resources’ broader 
utility for enhancing public understanding of the past. In partnership with film-maker David Olusoga 
and the BBC, the LBS team made Britain’s Forgotten Slave-owners, a 2-part television programme 
first broadcast in 2015. Inspired by and based on LBS’s research in (R1) and (R2), this programme 
revealed to an initial audience of [TEXT REDACTED] how modern Britain was built on the profits 
of slavery. Its July 2015 broadcast led to a spike in LBS website engagement with 227,000 users 
accessing (R1) that month (compared to 6,692 in June), demonstrating viewers’ active appetite for 
LBS research. The programme won the 2015 Royal Historical Society Public History Prize for 
Broadcasting and the 2016 Specialist Factual BAFTA award. The RHS judges commended the 
series for tackling “an extremely difficult subject in a measured way by showcasing new historical 
research,” noting that it “explains the complex economics of slavery and encourages viewers to 
take a better informed and more critical stance on current economic issues” (A). 

LBS’s role in engaging and informing public understanding of the past was especially 
significant during British debates about statues commemorating slave-traders and slave-owners 
and the wider international Black Lives Matter protests of 2020. The LBS database (R1) and 
television programme (featured on BBC iPlayer in July 2020 and still available) were major 
resources informing public discussions of Britain’s relationship to slavery. Users of (R1) rose to 
322,000 in June 2020 (compared to 24,000 in May). LBS findings were drawn on in social media, 
the press, and broadcasting to support arguments about individuals’ and institutions’ involvement 
in slavery and reveal how the legacies of slavery continue to underpin national and racial identities 
and experiences in Britain today. In the week following 7 June and the toppling in Bristol of the 
Victorian statue of the slave-trader Edward Colston, the biggest sources of traffic to (R1) were the 
74,589 referrals via Twitter and Facebook. Tweets highlighting the insights offered by the LBS 
database garnered substantial interactions and drove traffic to the site as the public were prompted 
to learn more. Booker Prize winning novelist Bernadine Evaristo shared the website and 
encouraged followers “To find out how slavery shaped Britain […]. Enter names & you get the 
FACTS of post-slavery compensation for many recognisable institutions/companies/ families who 
flourish today” (435 retweets, 766 likes). A London-based community organiser created a thread of 
tweets that drew directly upon, and linked to, (R1) to highlight slave-ownership within the ancestry 
of the political establishment (over 6,200 retweets, 15,000 likes) (B).  

Nationally and internationally, journalists relied upon LBS research, especially (R1), to 
inform their reports and interpretations of BLM. In Britain alone, 26 national newspaper articles 
used LBS research (R1) between 7 June and 15 August 2020, including prominent articles in the 
Daily Telegraph, the Guardian, the Observer, the Financial Times, and the Daily Mail online. The 
Guardian articles were shared by online users 23,761 times. Many articles that appeared in the 
national press, particularly in Scotland, cited LBS research: there were 27,007 referrals to the 
website (R1) in these weeks. This period also saw at least 58 international news articles cite LBS 
research, including in Le Monde (France), the New York Times (USA), and Yomiuri Shimbun (the 
biggest selling newspaper in Japan). Two programmes on CBS TV and one on CNN Business 
featuring McClelland led to a spike in interest in (R1) in the USA. In the week beginning 9 August, 
there were more users in the USA (7,111) than in Britain (6,002) – the first time in the project’s 
history that British users were outnumbered by those from elsewhere.  

Reparation debates and policies: LBS has had a palpable impact on national and international 
debates around the role and responsibilities of intergovernmental organisations, states, financial 
institutions, and universities with respect to slavery and reparations. Internationally, its research 
has been central to the debate over reparations among the 15 Caribbean states and dependencies 
within CARICOM, an organisation promoting economic integration and cooperation. The sustained 
campaign for reparations led by Chairman of the CARICOM Reparations Commission Sir Hilary 
Beckles, publicly credited as “the chief spokesman of a global movement for racial justice” (C), has 
drawn heavily on LBS work in mounting the case for reparations: in 2015 he “credited Draper’s 
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research with shaping much of his own book [Britain’s Black Debt],” which “lays out the Caribbean 
case for reparations” (C). In 2018, the UN commissioned Draper as an author of (R1) and (R2) to 
write a report, Some Potential Lessons from the British Financial Sector's Role in Perpetuating and 
Ending Chattel Slavery (D). This provided historical background for the Financial Sector 
Commission’s development in 2019 of an “Implementation Toolkit,” a set of practical tools and 
initiatives to accelerate action by the sector in combatting this modern USD150,000,000,000 
industry affecting 40,300,000 people. In June 2020, the Bank of England apologised for the 
involvement of some of its past governors and directors in the slave trade, and pledged to remove 
all statues and paintings of them from public display in its headquarters. Reports of this decision, 
such as in the Financial Times (19 June 2020), explicitly linked LBS to the Bank’s decision. In 2020 
Greene King, one of the largest of the UK’s pub chains and Lloyd's of London, the insurance firm, 
both committed to pay large sums to Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities after 
their roles in the slave trade were highlighted by Daily Telegraph investigations using (R1,R4). 
Responding to LBS research, five universities—Bristol, Cambridge, Glasgow, Nottingham and 
Nottingham Trent—have investigated their historical links with slavery, an imperative articulated in 
(E). As The Economist reported in 2020, LBS research “has been critical in pushing institutions, in 
higher education and beyond, to look into how they benefited from slavery and the slave economy.” 
The University of Glasgow’s 2018 report, “Slavery, Abolition and the University of Glasgow,” makes 
37 references to (R1). It resulted in the university’s 2019 commitment to establishing a Glasgow-
Caribbean Centre for Development Research with the University of the West Indies, investing £20 
million over the next 20 years (E). 

Impacts on Schools, Pupils and Teachers: LBS research has made a significant contribution to 
school-teaching through the development of new pedagogic materials, co-produced with pupils and 
teachers, and public engagement activities with UK archives, schools and charities.  With Hackney 
Archives and two local schools, LBS implemented the Local Roots/Global Routes project in 2015, 
which facilitated the co-creation of a Key Stage 3 resource concerning the historic links between 
Hackney and transatlantic slavery. This was clearly a transformative experience for pupils of 
African-Caribbean heritage: one student told LBS that taking part “was for me mental reparations; 
it repaired me mentally.” In 2015 and 2016, LBS ran work experience weeks for twelve BAME pupils 
from City and Islington College. The students contributed to the LBS database and learned “how 
slavery was intertwined with the development of Britain as a nation and how its legacies…can be 
recognised today,” of which they had been previously unaware (F).  

LBS also contributed a section to the Runnymede Trust’s online “Our Migration Story” 
teaching and learning resource (launched in 2016), which showcases the often untold stories of the 
generations of migrants who came to and shaped the British Isles. OCR and AQA exam boards 
recommend “Our Migration Story” as a key resource for teaching GCSE history modules on 
migration, taken by a total of 11,615 students in 2019-20. The LBS page introduces Britain’s links 
to slavery and the African diaspora, using (R1) to structure a student activity to facilitate discovering 
local connections to the slave trade and received 2,418 views in the impact period (G). 
Collaborating with the Historical Association, LBS established and helped staff a Teacher 
Fellowship (HATF) to train a cadre of schoolteachers able to inspire colleagues in their own 
disciplines. In April-July 2019, 17 UK schoolteachers participated in this professional development 
scheme. Using LBS research (R1, R2), they explored how best to teach Britain's complex 
entanglement in slavery and abolition, and its legacies. Working with Draper and Donington, 
teachers developed new resources and lesson plans, as well as 14 working principles for future 
best practise when teaching this subject, which were adopted by the Historical Association in 2019 
(G). The benefit of this “transformative experience” extended beyond the workplace, “this 
Fellowship was a profoundly important part of my development, not just as a history teacher, but 
as a citizen of the United Kingdom, coming to terms with this country’s past” (G). 

Cultural institutions and curation: LBS has worked with major cultural entities to reframe and re-
present the UK’s national narratives surrounding slavery. Many cultural and heritage organisations 
rely on Oxford University Press’s Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB) as a key, 
authoritative reference tool for framing of the national story for public audiences. From 2016, ODNB 
collaborated with LBS to commission and publish 35 new entries for slave-owners (of which LBS 
members wrote 15) and to amend hundreds more to reflect the LBS data, changing and enlarging 
the national narrative to recognise Britain’s extended histories of slavery (H). Informed by LBS 
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research, Tate Britain, the National Gallery and the National Portrait Gallery have begun a 
systematic and comprehensive accounting of the legacies of slave-ownership in their collections of 
British art. LBS searchable data (from R1) and collaboration were fundamental to each of these 
initiatives. Each of the galleries is identifying links between artists and works in their collections and 
slave-ownership in order to re-present the material in their public displays. At the Tate’s request, 
LBS developed a public statement on the connections of the Gallery to slavery, which was 
published on the Gallery’s website in 2019. The Head of Research at the Tate writes that LBS “has 
had a profound impact on Tate’s efforts to account for the legacies of slave-ownership both in 
relation to the national collection and the institution’s history” (I). LBS has also had major impact on 
the work of both the National Trust for England & Wales and the National Trust for Scotland. The 
National Trust's September 2020 report on the links between colonialism, slavery and properties in 
its care cited LBS work (R1) and (R2) in its main text and in 29 endnotes, thanking the LBS team 
for their assistance in its acknowledgements. The National Trust for Scotland's work on addressing 
the legacy of slavery and empire in its properties amply registers the importance of LBS. The Project 
Leader for Facing Our Past states that “the real game-changer for all of us has been this amazing 
website called the Legacies of British Slave-ownership” (J). Providing both high-calibre, open 
access data and scholarly expertise on histories of slavery, LBS research has provided cultural 
organisations and wider publics powerful new resources for navigating contested heritage debates 
and policies. 
 

5. Sources to corroborate the impact (indicative maximum of ten references) 
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articles.  
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Education, November 14 2017. 
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